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Netvrorles on Chin Edited by Axe1 Jantsch and Hannu Tenhunen. Kluwer Academic, Boston, MA. (2003). 
303 pages. $115, EUR 117, GBP 74. 
Contents: 
Preface. I. System design and methodology. 1. Will networks on chip close the productivity gap (Axe1 Jantsch 
and Hannu Tenhunen)? 2. A design methodology for NoC-based systems (Juha-Pekka Soininen and Hannu 
Heusala). 3. Mapping concurrent applications onto architectural platforms (Andrew Mihal and Kurt Keutzer). 
4. Guaranteeing the quality of services in networks on chip (Kees Goossens, John Dielissen, Jef van Meerbergen, 
Peter Poplavko, Andrei R%dulescu, Edwin Rijpkema, Erwin Waterlander, and Paul Wielage). II. Hardware and 
basic infrastructure. 5. On packet switched networks for on-chip communication (Shashi Kumar). 6. Energy- 
reliability trade-off for NoCs (Davide Bertozzi, Luca Benini, and Giovanni De Micheli). 7. Testing strategies for 
networks on chip (Raimund Ubar and Jaan F&k). 8. Clocking strategies for networks on chip (Johnny Gberg). 
9. A parallel computer as a NoC region (Martti Forsell). 10. An IP-based on-chip packet-switched network (Ilkka 
Ssastamoinen, David Sigiienza-Tortosa, and Jari Nurmi). III. Software and application interfaces. 11. Beyond the 
von Neumann machine: Communication as the driving design paradigm for MP-SoC from software and hardware 
(Eric Verhulst). 12. NoC application programming interfaces (Zhonghai Lu and Raimo Haukilahti). 13. Multi- 
level software validation for NoC (Sungjoo Yoo, Gabriela Nicolescu, Iuliana Bacivarov, Wassim Youssef, Aimen 
Bouchhima, and Ahmed A. Jerraya). 14. Software for multiprocesser networks on chip (Miltos Grammatik&is, 
Marcello Coppola, and Fabrizio Sensini) 
Simvlicitv, Inference and Modellina:Keevinq it Sophisticatedlu Simvle. Edited by Arnold Zellner, Hugo A. 
Keuzenkamp, and Michael McAleer. Cambridge University Press, New York. (2001). 302 pages. $75. 
Contents: 
List of figures. List of tables. List of contributors. 1. The enigma of simplicity (Hugo A. Keuzenkamp, 
Michael McAleer, and Arnold Zellner). I. The importance of simplicity. 2. What is the problem of simplicity (Elliott 
Sober)? 3. Science seeks parsimony, not simplicity: Searching for pattern in phenomena (Herbert A. Simon). 4. A 
macroeconomic approach to complexity (Marcel Boumans). 5. The new science of simplicity (Malcolm R. Forster). 
6. What explains complexity (Bert Hamminga). 7. Occam’s bonus (A.W.F. Edwards). II. Simplicity in theory 
and pm&ice. 8. Simplicity, information, Kolmogorov complexity and prediction (Paul Vit&yi and Ming Li). 
9. Simplicity and statistical inference (Jorma Rissanen). 10. Rissanen’s theorem and econometric time series 
(Werner Ploberger and Peter C.B. Phillips). 11. Parametric versus non-parametric inference: Statistical models 
and simplicity (Aris Spanos). 12. The role of simplicity in an economic model selection process (Antonio Aznar, 
M. Isabel Ayuda, and Carmen Garcia-Olaverri). 13. Simplicity in a behavioural, non-parametric context (Dirk 
Tempelaar). 14. Keep it sophisticatedly simple (Arnold Zellner). 15. Communication, complexity and coordination 
games (Mattias Ganslandt). 16. The simplicity of an earnings frontier (Uwe Jensen). 17. Simplicity: Views of 
some Nobel laureates in economic science (Michael McAleer). Index. 
Diaital Media Revisited: Theoretical and Concevtual Innovations in Diaital Domains. Edited by Gunnar Lie&& 
Andrew Morrison, and Terje Rasmussen. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2003). 554 pages. $42.95. 
Contents: 
Contributors. Introduction (Gunnar Liestgl, Andrew Morrison, and Terje Rasmussen). I. Education and 
interdisciplinarity. 1. Theory and practice in new media studies (Jay David Bolter). 2. The paradigm is more 
important than the purchase: Educational innovation and hypertext theory (George P. Landow). 3. The challenge 
of digital learning environments in higher education: The need for a merging of perspectives on standardization 
(Jon Lane&&). 4. The internet and its double: Voice in electracy (Gregory L. Ulmer). 5. From oracy to 
elactracies: Hypernarrative, place, and multimodal discourses in learning (Andrew Morrison). II. Design and 
aesthetics. 6. The reading senses: Designing texts for multisensory systems (Maribeth Back). 7. Acting machines 
(Peter B0gh Andersen). 8. Performing the MUD adventure (Ragnhild Tronstad). 9. Digital art and design poetics: 
The poetical potentials of projection and interaction (Lam Qvortrup). 10. Low tech-High concept: Digital media, 
art, and the state of the arts (Stian Grogaard). III. Rhetoric and interpretation. 11. Rhetorical convergence: 
Studying web media (Anders Fagerjord). 12. Computer games and the Ludic structure of interpretation (Eva 
Liestol). 13. “Next level”: Women’s digital activism through gaming (Mary Flanagan). 14. “Gameplay”: From 
synthesis to analysis (and vice versa): Topics of conceptualization and construction in digital media (Gunnar 
Liestgl). 15. We all want to change the world: The ideology of innovation in digital media (Espen Aarseth). 
IV. Social theory and ethics. 16. On distributed society: The internet as a guide to a sociological understanding 
of communication (Terje Rasmussen). 17. Proper distance: Toward an ethics for cyberspace (Roger Silverstone). 
18. “Making voices”: New media technologies, disabilities, and articulation (Ingunn Moser and John Law). 19. The 
good, the bad, and the virtual: Ethics in the age of information (Mark Poster). Illustration credits. Index. 
A Historu of Modem Comvuting. Second Edition. By Paul E. Ceruzzi. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2003). 
445 pages. $22.95, E15.50. 
Contents: 
Dedication. Preface to the second edition. Acknowledgments. Introduction: Defining “computer”. 1. The 
advent of commercial computing, 1945-1956. 2. Computing comes of age, 1956-1964. 3. The early history of 
software, 1952-1968. 4. From mainframe to minicomputer, 1959-1969. 5. The “go-go” years and the system/360, 
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1961-1975. 6. The chip and its impact, 1965-1975. 7. The personal computer, 1972-1977. 8. Augmenting human 
intellect, 1975-1985. 9. Workstations, UNIX, and the Net, 1981-1995. 10. “Internet time”, 1995-2001. Conclusion: 
The digitization of the world picture. Notes. Bibliography. Index. 
Environmental Mathematics in the Classroom. Edited by B. A. Fusaro and P. C. Kenschaft. The Mathematical 
Association of America, Washington, DC. (2003). 253 pages. $49.95. 
Contents: 
Introduction. Environmental news teaches mathematics (Barry Schiller). Using real-world data to understand 
environmental challenges (Iris B. Fetta). The price of power (Christopher Schauefele and Nancy Zumoff). Using 
math in environmental detective work (Charles R. Hadlock). Modeling ground-level ozone with basic algebra 
(James V. Rauff). Miracles and mathematical biology: The case of the white buffalo (Julian Fleron and Donald 
Hoagland). Introduction to the mathematics of populations, invasions, and infections (Martin E. Walter). Boom! 
Mathematical models for population growth (Mohammad Moaszam and Richard H. Schwartz). Age structured 
population models (William D. Stone). Environmental economics (Ginger Holmes Rowell). Some mathematics of 
oil spills (Donald E. Miller and Joanne E. Snow). Geometry measures tank capacity and avoids oil spills (Yves 
Nievergelt). Lead poisoning in humans (Robert S. Cole and Robert M. Tardiff). How’s the weather up there: 
Predicting weather for coastal mountains (Michael E. Folfoff, Donald C. Cathcart, and Stephen M. Hetzler). 
About the editors. 
MATLAB Guide to Finite Elements: An Interactive Azwroach. By P. I. Kattan. Springer, Berlin. (2003). 
385 pages. $69.95, EUR 59.95, SFR 99.50, GBP 42. CD-ROM included. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1.1. Steps of the finite element method. 1.2. MATLAB functions for finite element analysis. 1.3. MATLAB 
tutorial. 2. The spring element. 2.1. Basic equations. 2.2. MATLAB functions used. 3. The linear bar element. 
3.1. Basic equations. 3.2. MATLAB functions used. 4. The quadratic bar element. 4.1. Basic equations. 4.2. 
MATLAB functions used. 5. The plane truss element. 5.1. Basic equations. 5.2. MATLAB functions used. 6. The 
space truss element. 6.1. Basic equations. 6.2. MATLAB functions used. 7. The beam element. 7.1. Basic equations. 
7.2. MATLAB functions used. 8. The plane frame element. 8.1. Basic equations. 8.2. MATLAB functions used. 
9. The grid element. 9.1. Basic equations. 9.2. MATLAB functions used. 10. The space frame element. 10.1. Basic 
equations. 10.2. MATLAB functions used. 11. The linear triangular element. 11.1. Basic equations. 11.2. MATLAB 
functions used. 12. The quadratic triangular element. 12.1. Basic equations. 12.2. MATLAB functions used. 
13. The bilinear quadrilateral element. 13.1. Basic equations. 13.2. MATLAB functions used. 14. The quadratic 
quadrilateral element. 14.1. Basic equations. 14.2. MATLAB functions used. 15. The linear tetrahedral (solid) 
element. 15.1. Basic equations. 15.2. MATLAB functions used. References. Answers to problems. Contents of the 
accompanying CD-ROM. Index. 
A Concise Auvroach to Mathematical Analvsis. By Mangatiana A. R.obdera. Springer, London. (2003). 
366 pages. $34.945, EUR 29.95, SFR 51.50, GBP 18.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Numbers and functions. 1.1. Real numbers. 1.2. Subsets of W. 1.3. Variables and functions. 
2. Sequences. 2.1. Definition of a sequence. 2.2. Convergence and limits. 2.3. Subsequences 2.4. Upper and lower 
limits. 2.5. Cauchy criterion. 3. Series. 3.1. Infinite series. 3.2. Conditional convergence. 3.3. Comparison tests. 
3.4. Root ratio tests. 3.5. Further tests. 4. Limits and continuity. 4.1. Limits of functions. 4.2. Continuity of 
functions. 4.3. Properties of continuous functions. 4.4. Uniform continuity. 5. Differentiation. 5.1. Derivatives. 
5.2. Mean value theorem. 5.3. L’H6spital’s rule. 6. Elements of integration. 6.1. Step functions. 6.2. Riemann 
integral. 6.3. Functions of bounded variation. 6.4. Riemann-Stielgjes integral. 7. Sequences and series of functions. 
7.1. Sequences of functions. 7.2. Series of functions. 7.3. Power series. 7.4. Taylor series. 8. Local structure on 
the real line. 8.1. Open and closed sets W. 8.2. Neighborhoods and interior points. 8.3. Closure point and 
closure. 8.4. Completeness and compactness. 9. Continuous functions. 9.1. Global continuity. 9.2. Functions 
continuous on a compact set. 9.3. Stone-Weierstrauss theorem. 9.4. Fixed-point theorem. 9.5. Ascoli-Arzelb. 
10. Introduction to the Lebesgue integral. 10.1. Null sets. 10.2. Lebesgue integral. 10.3. Improper integral. 
10.4. Important inequalities. 11. Elements of Fourier analysis. 11.1. Fourier sets. 11.2. Convergent trigonometric 
series. 11.3. Convergence in P-mean. 11.4. Pointwise convergence. A. Appendix. .A.l. Theorems and proofs, 
A.2. Set notations. A.3. Cantor’s ternary set. A.4. Bernstein’s approximation theorem. B. Hints for selected 
exercises. Bibliography. Index. 
Technolow and Social Inclusion: Rethink&q the Diqiital Divide. By Mark Warschauer. The MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge, MA. (2003). 260 pages. $32.95. 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. Introduction. 1. Economy, society, and technology: Analyzing the shifting terrains. 2. Mod- 
els of access: Devices, conduits, and literacy. 3. Physical resources: Computers and connectivity. 4. Digital re- 
sources: Content and language. 5. Human resources: Literacy and education. 6. Social resources: Communities 
and institutions. 7. Conclusion: The social embeddedness of technology. Notes. References. Index. 
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Concept%aZ Art and the Politics of Publicity. By Alexander Alberro. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2003). 
236 pages. 835. 
contents: 
List of illustrations. Acknowledgments. I. The contradictions of conceptual art. 1. Art, advertising, sign value. 
2. Art as idea. II. Primary and secondary information. 3. Locations, variables, and durations. 4. The linguistic 
turn. 5. Dematerialization. III. Artists’ rights and product management. 6. The Xerox degree of art. 7. The 
Siegelaub idea. Notes. Selected bibliography. Index. 
Representation Theory. By Edwin Williams. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2003). 285 pages. $25. 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction: Architecture for a new economy. 1. Economy as shape conservation. 2. Topic and focus 
E 
in representation theory. 3. Embedding. 4. Anaphora. 5. A/x//A/A. 6. Superiority and movement. 7. X-bar 
theory and clause structure. 8. Inflectional morphology. 9. Semantics in representation theory. References. Index. 
Prefiourinq Cuberculture: An Intellectual History. Edited by Darren Tofts, Annemarie Jonson, and Ale&o Cav- 
allaro. The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (2003). 322 pages. $32.95. 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. Foreword (N. Katherine Hayles). Introduction: On mutability. Section 1. I, Robot: AI, Alife 
and cyborgs. Synthetic Meditations: Cogito in the Matrix (Erik Davis). The instruments of life: Frankenstein 
and cyberculture (Catherine Waldby). Imaginable computers: Affects and intelligence in Alan Turing (Elizabeth 
Wilson). Marrying the premodern and the postmodern: Computers and organisms after WWI (Evelyn Fox 
Keller). Cassandra among the cyborgs, or, the silicon termination notice (Samuel J. Umland and Karl Wessel). 
Cyberquake: Haraway’s manifesto (ZoZ Sofoulis). Section 2. Virtuality: Webworlds and cyberspaces. Reality 
tables: Virtual furniture (Gregory L. Ulmer). Porous memory and the cognitive life of things (John Sutton). 
Becoming immedia: The involution of digital convergence (Donald F. Theall). Too real (McKenzie Wark). Space 
for rent in the last suburb (Scott McQuire). Sectibn 3. Visible unrealities: Artists’ statements. Rapt (Justine 
Cooper). Softly from the ruins (Francesca daRimini). Espaces entrelacb: VR as poiesis (Char Davies). 
Mapping the digital realm (Troy Innocent). Self portraits from the inside (Stephen Jones). Turbulence: An 
interactive museum of unnatural history (Jon McCormack). Traces (Simon Penny). Life in the media landscape 
(Patricia Piccinini). Avatars and the internet: Alternate, intimate and involuntary experiences (Stelarc). VNS 
matrix (Josephine Starrs, Francesca daRimini, Julianne Pierce, and Virginia Barratt). Section 4. Futuropolis: 
Postmillenial speculations. Internet dreaming: A utopia for all seasons (Margaret Wertheim). Butler’s brainstorm 
(Bruce Mazlish). Nowheresville: Utopia is no-place (John Potts). Stranger than you think: Arthur C. Clarke’s 
“Profiles of the future” (Russell Blackford). From future shock to social foresight: Re-contextualizing cyberculture 
(Richard A. Slaughter). Racing toward the spike (Damien Broderick). CODA. Memories of the future: Excavating 
the jet age at the TWA terminal (Mark Dery). Notes on contributors. Index. 
Complex Electromaonetic Problems and Numerical Approaches. By Levent Sevgi. IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ. 
(2003). 381 pages. $93.50. 
Contents: 
I. Numerical simulation approaches. 1.1. Introduction. 1.2. Concepts and approaches. 1.2.1. Observable-based 
parameterization. 1.2.2. A model-based engineering approach. 1.2.3. Direct numerical simulation approaches. 
1.2.4. Verification, validation and accreditation (W&A). 1.3. Current challenging EM problems. 1.3.1. Integrated 
surveillance and control systems. 1.3.2. Stealth target design. 1.3.3. Mobile communication and bioelctromag- 
netics. 1.3.4. EMC/EMI. 1.3.5. Subsurface imaging. 1.4. Commercial packages vs. special approaches. 1.5. Time 
domain (TD) simulation techniques. 1.5.1. FDTD techniques. 1.5.2. TLM method. 1.5.3. Parameter selection and 
excitation. I.5.4. A near to far-field (NTTF) transformation. 1.5.5. Injecting analytical incident field. 1.5.6. Ab- 
sorbing boundary simulators. 1.6. Frequency domain simulation techniques. 1.6.1. Method of moments (MOM). 
1.6.1.1. NEC2 package. 1.6.2. Split-step parabolic equation method. 1.7. Conclusions. References. 
II. Applications. 1. Ground-wave propagation (with Funda Akleman). 1.1. Historical overview. 1.1.2. Available 
approaches. 1.1.3. The lower atmosphere. 1.1.4. Summary. 1.2. Analytical model. 1.2.1. Statement of the prob- 
lem. 1.2.2. Equivalent Earth’s radius concept. 1.2.3. Transformation to non-dimensional quantities. 1.2.4. Exact 
spectral solution. 1.2.5. Ray asymptotics: Norton formulation. 1.2.6. Modal residue series: Wait formulation. 
1.3. Numerical models. 1.3.1. Split-step parabolic equation (SSPE) progagator. 1.3.1.1. Classical SSPE algorithm. 
1.3.1.2. Calibration against analytical exact solution. 1.3.1.3. Staircase terrain modeling. 1.3.2. Time-domain wave 
propagators (TDWP;TLMWP). 1.4. Applications with canonical test cases. 1.4.1. Propogation under ducting 
conditions. 1.4.2. Propagation over non-flat terrain. 1.4.3. Urban wireless propagation. 1.4.4. Surface waves and 
mixed-path propagation. 1.5. Numerical simulators. 1.5.1. GRWAVE: LOS ray code. 1.5.2. HFMIX: Surface-wave 
path loss predictor. 1.5.3. KNIFE: Four-ray knife-edge code. 1.5.4. SSPE: Frequency-domain wave propagator. 
1.5.5. TDWP: Time-domain wave propagator. 1.6. Conclusions and discussions. References. 2. Antenna design 
and array processing. 2.1. Introduction. 2.2. Antenna fundamentals. 2.2.1. Antenna input power and input 
impedance. 2.2.2. Radiated power and radiation resistance. 2.2.3. Radiation pattern and directivity. 2.2.4. An- 
tenna efficiency and gain. 2.2.5. Antenna lobes and beamwidth. 2.2.6. Effective aperture. 2.2.7. Polarization. 
2.2.8. Standing wave ratio (SWR). 2.2.9. Bandwidth. 2.2.10. Antenna factor (AF). 2.2.11. Near field/far field. 
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2.2.12. Brosdside/endfire antennas. 2.3. Electronic beam steering and direction finding (DF). 2.4. Ground screen 
design. 2.5. Antenna simulation. 2.5.1. MOM-based. 2.5.2. FDANT and TLMANT codes. 2.6: Numerical simula, 
tion examples. 2.6.1. HFSWR transmit array. 2.6.2. HFSWR receive array. 2.6.3. VHF DF antenna. 2.6.4. Cellular 
phone antenna. 2.6.5. MoM/FDTD comparisons. 2.7. Sample FDANT simulator. 2.8. Conclusions and discussion. 
References. 2.3. Electronic beam steering and direction finding (DF). 2.4. Ground screen design. 2.5. Antenna 
simulation. 2.5.1. MOM-based NEC2 code. 2.5.2. FDANT and TLMANT codes. 2.6. Numerical simulation ex- 
amples. 2.6.1. HFSWR transmit array. 2.6.2. HFSWR receive array. 2.6.3. VHF DF antenna. 2.6.4. Cellular 
phone antenna. 2.6.5. MoM/FDTD comparisons. 2.7. Sample FDANT simulator. 2.7.1. The FDANT code. 
2.7.2. Time-domain beam steering (FDANT vs. NECP). 2.8. Conclusions and discussion. References. 3. RCS 
prediction and reduction. 3.1. Introduction. 3.2. Target reflectivity and RCS reduction. 3.3. Time-domain 
RCS simulations. 3.4. Sample RCS simulators. 3.4.1. F-SNRCS package. 3.4.2. T-SNRCS packages. 3.4.3. F- 
BIRCS.package. 3.5. Applications. 3.5.1. RCS analysis with canonical objects. 3.5.2. A PEC rectangular prism. 
3.5.3. RAM coating and RCS analysis. 3.5.4. Realistic targets and RCS analysis. 3.5.5. RCS/Antenna pattern of 
wire arrays. 3.6. RCS measurements. 3.7. Conclusions and discussion. References. 4. Microwave network design. 
4.1. Introduction. 4.2. Microstrip networks. 4.2.1. Transmission line theory. 4.2.2. Characteristic impedance. 
4.2.3. Voltage reflection coefficient. 4.2.4. Standing wave radio. 4.2.5. Smith chart and impedance matching. 
4.2.6. Scattering (S) parameters. 4.2.7. Modes. 4.2.8. Waveguides. 4.2.9. Microstrip lines. 4.3. Sample microwave 
simulators. 4.3.1. The structure of F-MSTRIP. 4.3.2. The structure of TLMMS. 4.3.3. Sample scenarios and typical 
results. 4.4. Numerical examples. 4.4.1. Effective permittivity simulations. 4.4.2. Microstrip impedance matching. 
4.4.3. Microstrip broadband filter. 4.4.4. Microstrip coupler. 4.4.5. Radial stubs/butterfly. 4.5. Conclusions and 
discussion. References. 5. EMC/BEM modeling (with M. Orhan &yalqin). 5.1. Introduction. 5.2. EMC and 
shielding effectiveness (SE). 5.2.1. Aperture leakage and SE. 5.2.2. Multi-aperture leakage and SE. 5.3. BEM and 
specific absorption rate (SAR). 5.3.1. Calculation of radiated and absorbed powers. 5.3.2. Peak SAR calculations. 
5.3.3. SAR simulations. 5.4. Calibration against analytical exact solutions. 5.4.1. A PEC resonators and Green’s 
function representation. 5.4.2. PEC resonators and TElop. 5.4.3. FDTD and TLM codes and validation. 5.5. Time- 
domain simulators. 5.5.1. FDSE and TLMSE packages. 5.5.2. FDSAR and TLMSAR packages. 5.6. Conclusions 
and discussions. References. 6. Radar simulation. 6.1. Introduction. 6.2. HFSWR characteristics. 6.2.1. HFSWR 
equation. 6.2.2. Antenna gain. 6.2.3. Ocean clutter. 6.2.4. Radar resolution cell. 6.2.5. Surface wave propaga- 
tion. 6.2.6. Mixed-path propagation. 6.2.7. Noise density. 6.2.8. Ionospheric self-interference. 6.2.9. Spectrum 
occupancy. 6.2.10. Target reflectivity. 6.2.11. Antenna requirements. 6.2.12. Digital beam synthesis. 6.3. HF- 
SWR parameter selection. 6.3.1. Basic parameters. 6.3.2. Numerical design example. 6.4. Stochastic modeling of 
HFSWR signal environment. 6.5. A sample simulator. 6.5.1. Scenario editor. 6.5.2. HFSWR simulator. 6.5.3. De 
tection process. 6.5.4. Tracking process. 6.6. Integrated surveillance, Monte Carlo simulation. 6.7. Conclusions 
and discussion. References. Appendix A: Electromagnetic fundamentals. A.l. Maxwell equations. A.2. Bound- 
ary conditions. A.3. Radiation condition and edge condition. A.4. Duality relations. A.5. Time-harmonic case. 
A.6. Scattered field formalism. A.7. Wave polarization. A.8. EM sources. A.9. Plane-wave assumption. A.lO. EM 
power and force. A.ll. Equivalence principle. A.12. Strategies for wave field solutions. A.13. Sturm-Liouville 
problem. A.14. Green’s function representation. A.15. Wave equation in 1D. A.16. Stoke’s problem. A.17. Diver- 
gence theorem (Gauss Law). A.18. Ampere’s law. A.19. Well-posed problem. References. Appendix B: Tables of 
computer codes. Index. 
Solvina Polvnomial Eauation &stems I: The Kronecker-Duval Philoaoohy. By Teo Mora. Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge. (2003). 423 pages. 890. 
Contents: 
Preface. Part one: The Kronecker-Duval philosophy. 1. Euclid. 1.1. The division algorithm. 1.2. Euclidean 
algorithm. 1.3. Bezout’s identity and extended Euclidean algorithm. 1.4. Roots of polynomials. 1.5. Factorization 
of polynomials. 1.6.’ Computing a gtd. 1.6.1: Coeficient explosion. 1.6.2.’ Modular algorithm. 1.6.3.’ Hensel 
lifting algorithm. 1.6.4.*Heuristic gtd. 2. Intermezzo: Chinese remainder theorems. 2.1. Chinese remainder theo- 
rems. 2.2. Chinese remainder theorem for a principal ideal domain. 2.3. A structure theorem (1). 2.4. Nilpotents. 
2.5. Idempotents. 2.6. A structure theorem (2). 2.7. Lagrange formula. 3. Cardano. 3.1. A tautology? 3.2. The 
imaginary number. 3.3. An impasse. 3.4. A tautology! 4. Intermezzo: Multiplicity of roots. 4.1. Characteristic of 
a field. 4.2. Finite fields. 4.3. Derivatives. 4.4. Multiplicity. 4.5. Separability. 4.6. Perfect fields. 4.7. Squarefree 
decomposition. 5. Kronecker I: Kronecker’s philosophy. 5.1. Quotients of polynomial rings. 5.2. The invention 
of the roots. 5.3. Transcendental and algebraic field extensions. 5.4. Finite algebraic extensions. 5.5. Splitting 
fields. 6. Intermezzo: Sylvester. 6.1. Gauss Lemma. 6.2. Symmetric functions. 6.3.* Newton’s theorem. 6.4. The 
method of indeterminate coefficients. 6.5. Discriminant. 6.6. Resultants. 6.7. Resultants and roots. 7. Galois I: 
Finite fields. 7.1. Galois fields. 7.2. Roots of polynomials over finite fields. 7.3. Distinct degree factorization. 
7.4. Roots of unity and primitive roots. 7.5. Representation and arithmetics of finite fields. 7.6.* Cyclotomic poly- 
nomials. 7.7.’ Cycles, roots and idempotents. 7.8. Deterministic polynomial-time primality test. 8. Kronecker II: 
Kronecker’s model. 8.1. Kronecker’s philosophy. 8.2. Explicitly given fields. 8.3. Representation and arithmetics. 
8.3.1. Representation. 8.3.2. Vector space arithmetics. 8.3.3. Canonical representation. 8.3.4. Multiplication. 
8.3.5. Inverse and division. 8.3.6. Polynomial factorization. 8.3.7. Solving polynomial equations. 8.3.8. Manic 
polynomials. 8.4. Primitive element theorems. 9. Steinitz. 9.1. Algebraic closure. 9.2. Algebraic dependence and 
transcendency degree. 9.3. The structure of field extensions. 9.4. Universal field. 9.5.’ Liiroth’s theorem. 10. La- 
grange. 10.1. Conjugates. 10.2. Normal extension fields. 10.3. Isomorphisms. 10.4. Splitting fields. 10.5. Trace 
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